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Key Benefits 

• A multitude of tasks can be conducted 

to a higher level of precision through 

the improved stability 

• Increased versatility of robot group, 

with quick-connectors allowing rapid 

end-effector exchange 

• End point down-force/up-force 

capability is multiplied 

• Cheaper than bespoke precision 

machinery, and can be retro-fitted into 

existing robot groups 

Applications 

• The enhanced precision will  

find applications in the automotive, 

aerospace and nuclear sectors, etc. 

• Particularly suitable for drilling, 

routering, welding, etc. and in 

numerous orientations 

• Increased versatility would make this 

suitable where space is restricted 

IP Status 

Patent pending: PCTGB2014050528 
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A robot assembly where multiple robots can 
physically join together to perform a single 
operation 

       

The invention, which originates from the National Composites Centre via 

HVM Catapult funding, relates to a new level of robot cooperation 

enabling tasks to be conducted to a higher level of precision. 

In particular, multiple robots can physically connect to the same  

end-effector in a non-conflicting manner to perform a single operation, 

e.g. drilling. The enhanced precision is derived from the improved 

stability of the connected robot assembly, which reduces the cantilever 

and play inherent in a robot working on its own. 

Central to the cooperation is a carrier unit allowing several robots to link 

up to the same end-effector. The clever use of quick-connector clamps 

enables robots to rapidly engage and disengage from the carrier and 

exchange end-effectors. Robots in the assembly can thus carry out 

various tasks individually, but quickly join up when a task requiring 

precision needs to be undertaken. The invention also covers several 

robots fixed permanently to one carrier, and even carriers allowing 

carrier-to-carrier connection to expedite the joining up process. 
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